


- Deaf Heights -
A clash of dates led to some complicated manoeuvres
back at the start of December. The Ed was to be at an
Outdoors Writers' Guild meeting in a nice warm room at
Losehill Hall in Castleton, and proposed a meeting with an
old guy named Herbert Proctor in Sheffield. He also suggested
a bit of a piss-up with assorted local TACies, but not in a
brewery. Just as well, I suppose. However, I was invited to
a birthday party at a climbing hut at Stoney Middleton of fond
memories of beer and punch-ups with Manchester climbers.
The thought of no closing time and singing raucous songs
was not to be missed, especially since I don't get invited
to many social occasions for some reason. So ye TACies
had to swallow your disappointment. Another time, perhaps?

Of course the Ed proved as elusive as ever; here, there,
everywhere that week. I eventually traced him to a phone
number, where he wasn't. At last we managed to talk and
sort things out. Out to Castleton, back to Sheffield to meet
Herbert, into town for a lift out to: Stoney. More mileage on
that road than the 272 bus.

Duly met the Ed and escaped the OWG lynching mob;
the news that the Ringinglow road was iced-up put paid to
the more scenic route back to Sheffield, so we returned via
Fox House.

Herbert lives at the posh end of Sharrow Lane, just away
from bedsitland. He's a bit deaf, but that's forgivable after 94
years. He's one of those people I envy; a meticulous keeper
of records of his walks. I'm not talking about ticks on lists, or

highlights on the Munro wallchart. Detailed accounts of
every visit to any place of interest. Not just log books
either: he makes his own schematic maps of his routes.

The Ed will no doubt write of Herbert's achievements in
great detail; the Munros, Corbetts, Donalds, etc. (Actually
just Donalds in terms of a full round, but he's possibly
the oldest living completer of any Scottish list - Ed.)
I couldn't take it all in because I was gobstruck at the
sheer amount of walking he's done. Not just hill-
walking either, he seems to have walked all over Britain,
"throuqh hollow lands and hilly lands" (Yeats - The
Song of Wandering Aengus). OK, Herbert's been at it
for yonks, but he'd put many a "hard" walker to shame
with the mileage he's done. It's one thing being a
professional walker, it's another having the time to do
it while really working for a living. Thinking about it, it'd
be easier for him to say where he hasn't been.

I came out shaking my head at the sheer volume of
information Herbert has. He's a library shelf in himself, with
more behind him than most professional writers. It's only
a pity that he hasn't written up his walking career. There
must be many more like him, who just got on with
walking without any thought of telling the world about it.
It's possible that I'm learning a little humility from people
like Herbert Proctor, and not before time.

Oh, and the party was great.
Mick Furey
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Itwas Phil Harmston who started me off this time. He
wondered (TAC40, pI8) about the effect of high ground

on the first sunrise of the year 2000: would the sun appear
at some easterly coast first, or might it become visible
earlierfrom hills farther inland? For instance, he asked,would
the next millennium dawn at lowish Wallis Island in the
Pacific, or at the rather higher Big Diomede in the Bering
Strait? Would Scotland see its first sunrise at Peterhead,
orMormond Hill?

Well, there's an immediate problem with Phil's candidates
- the Sun is a long way south on 1st January, so that
southerly areas have a distinct advantage for an early sunrise.
For global first sunrise we're looking for somewhere in
the South Pacific, as far east as possible but still on the
western side ofthe International Date Line.

A lot of people have done a lot of sums about this, and
there's no doubt that the first inhabited place to see the Sun
in the year 2000 will be Pitt Island (44°11'S 176°10'W), in
the Chatham Islands south-east of New Zealand. From the
island's highest point, 231m Mount Hapeka, you'll see
the sun come up at 04:45 local time. That's 16:00 GMT -
the Chatham Islanders keep their clocks an eccentric 12
hour 45 minutes ahead of Greenwich, and their New Year
sunrise happens when the Greenwich time-zone is still
watching the sun set on December 31st. The Chathams have
only one hotel and a population of 775, so they'll be under
a little strain as hosts for the Party ofthe Millennium. Norris
McWhirter's Millennium Adventure Company has
supposedly bought the "rights" to film the sunrise from the
summit of Hapeka, but there's liable to be something of a
tussle with other film crews - the Chief Executive of
Millennium Adventure was reported to be making plans to
erect a three-metre wall around the summit to
keep the others out. Presumably with a hole in
it so that they can see out themselves.

When we consider uninhabited areas, there's
something of a range of options, many lighting
up earlier than McWhirter's booked patch. If you
want the absolutely earliest feasible sunrise, and
you're not fussed about having your feet on'
dry land, charter a ship to take you to 66°03'S
IS0000'E. There, you'll see the Sun just barely
dipbelowthe southernhorizonbefore rising again
at 00:03 local time, which is 12:03 GMT. (Why is
it 00:03 and not 00:00 precisely? For goodness
sake just read the Notes and stop interrupting
myflow)

If you want dry land and are prepared to
gamble, try Young Island in the Antarctic
Balleny group. At the northern end of this island
(66°13'S 162°11'E) about 90% ofthe Sun will
disappear below the horizon at 13:23 GMT
(00:23 local) - it might even set, if atmospheric
refraction is unusually low. But that requires a
low barometric pressure and high temperature,
so it'll probably be cloudy and raining and you'll
miss the whole thing anyway. Probably not a
good bet.

Dry land combined with certainty (apart from
the weather) comeson the Wilkes Coast, which is
one of the few areas in Antarctica that extend
far enough north to see a sunset on New Year's

Eve. The earliest Antarctic sunrise of the year 2000 is likely
tooccurat 66°03'S 135°53'E,around 15:0SGMT(00:OSlocal).

If you' re having trouble finding a skeely enough skipper to
take you into the Southern Ocean, your next earliest option
comes in eastern Kiribati. And eastern Kiribati is as far east
as you get - it's so far east it would normally be called west.

Here's the Kiribati story: Firstly, it's pronounced "Kiribas"
- apparently the missionary who first set down the language
had a faulty "s" on his typewriter, so he used "ti" instead,
by analogy with the central sibilant of "nation". "Kiribas"
is the local pronounciation of "Gilberts" (try it a few times;
it works) - and Kiribati used to be the northern half of the
dear old Gilbert and Ellice Islands. They stumbled out of
the British Empire in 1979 to discover that they'd been
left with the International Date Line passing right through
the middle of their country. When folk in the Gilbert
Islands (12 hours ahead of Greenwich) were going to work
on Monday, their pals in the Line Islands (l0 hours behind
Greenwich) were still spending Sunday morning on the
golf course - assuming the Line Islands have a golf course,
that is. So in 1994, President Tito (no, really; his name is
Teburoro Tito) decided to move everyone to the same day
ofthe week. Since eastern Kiribati has only 5% ofthe national
population, they were the ones who ended up with the
calendrical surprise - they moved directly from December
31st 1994 to January 2nd 1995. (And haven't we all had

16:00 GMT 31112/99 - The Chatham Islands greet the first
sunrise of the year 2000 while most of the western Pacific is
in darkness. East of the Date Line, in the eastern Pacific and
North America, it's still daylight on 31st December.In Europe,
darkness has fallen on New Year's Eve, but there are still
several hours to go before the year 2000 dawns.
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a Hogmanay like that?) So now Line Islanders keep a
cheerful but counter-intuitive 14 hours ahead of Greenwich,
obliging the International Date Line to take a huge pan-
handle diversion a couple ofthousand kilometres eastwards.
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The most south-easterly of the Line Islands is an
uninhabited speck of coral whose only claim to fame up
to now is that Magellan landed there in 1521, during
his famous circumnavigation. It's been variously christened
Hirst, Clark, Carolina, Independence, Thomton and Caroline,
but now it's called Millennium Island (9°58'S 150°13 'w).
Its astonishingly easterly time-zone means that it'll meet
the New Year dawn at 15:43 GMT (05:43 local). Of the
other southerly Line Islands, Flint then sees the sun at 15:47
GMT, and Vostoklights up at 15:52.

Several sniffy articles have been devoted to
Kiribati's Date Line shift, more or less implying it
was done for some financial, tourist-related gain-
as if having half your country in a different part
of the calendar wasn't reason enough. The Royal
Geographical Society published a piece in 1997
saying that the change lacked "credibility in the
international navigation community." One of
the authors was Norris McWhirter - who owns,
you will recall, the rights to a certain hilltop in
the Chathams. Hmm. But it's not clear why
McWhirter should be so exercised about this -
the first inhabited island in Kiribati doesn't get
the sun until 16:33 GMT, well aflerthe Chathams.
And 366m Mount Galloway, on uninhabited
Antipodes Island (49°42'S 178°47'E), sees the
light at 15:55 GMT (03:55 local), five minutes
before the Chathams - and Antipodes is very firmly
on the kosher side of the Dateline. So Kiribati
makes no difference to what McWhirter's got
- the first inhabited spot, but by no means the
first spot on the planet.

After McWhirter's chosen location, the also-rans
jostle for position. Notably, the town of Gisborne
in New Zealand, with sunrise at 16:46 GMT
(04:46 local), seems to be running as the first-
sunrise-in-the-vicinity-of-a-decent-bar candidate.

What about the UK?
Well, sunrise comes ashore at St Margaret's Bay in Kent at
07:59 GMT on 1st January 2000. But the swathe of high ground
running between Folkstone and Dover lights up three
minutes earlier, with only seconds separating sunrises at
a variety of points. My best bet is the 173m trig point at
Capel-Ie-Ferne (TR243387), with sunrise predicted to roll in
at07:55.

The sun comes across the Severn into Wales at 08: 17. High
ground farther inland will certainly get an earlier sunrise,
but the situation is complicated by the absence of a sea
horizon. Of the hills dotted between the mining valleys,
472m Mynydd Twn-Glas (ST259978) has a predicted
sunrise at 08: 12, and what looks like a clear view to the
south-east. It's edged out, however, by 8llm Waun Fach
(S0215300), where the sun comes up at 08: 1l. Both of
these times depend critically on the nature of the sunrise
horizon, though - so I'd recommend a reconnoitring trip
with a compass to check out the lie of the land along grid
bearing 127°.

Next comes Scotland, but I thought I'd save it for last.
Instead, we'll divert briefly to Ireland, where the sun
comes ashore at 08:35, at Carnsore Point. First glimpse of
the sunrise is from 793m Mount Leinster (S826525) which
catches the rays at 08:29. Residents of Northern Ireland
get their first sea-level sunrise at St John's Point, at 08:43, but
850m Slieve Donard (J358276) is ideally placed to catch
the light much earlier - at 08: 33, in fact.

Right. Back to Scotland, then. The line of the millennial
sunrise sweeps up from England almost exactly parallel to
the Windy Gyle - Cheviot ridge. I rather fancied 619m
Windy GyJe (NT855152) for the first sunrise of2000 - it sees
the sun at 08:27, with a fortuitously-placed bit of sea-level
horizon on just the right bearing. But Jonathan de Ferranti

08:26 GMT 1/1/00 - The Cheviot already lit up while the
sun creeps across Yorkshire and Lancashire,
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horizon at precisely 00:00 local time, corresponding to 12:00
GMT. But the Earth moves around the Sun in an ellipse -
a bit nearer and faster in January, farther out and slower in
July.Clocks keep average solar time, and the real position of
the Sun drifts back and forth relative to that, in a predictable
way. At the start of the year, it turns out that the Sun and
the clock disagree by three minutes, so the middle of the
night comes at 00:03 local time. To get the earliest possible
sunrise, you move southwards along the Date Line until
the Sun just barely dips below the horizon at 00:03 - sunset
and sunrise occur simultaneously. On 1st January 2000, that
happens at latitude 66°03 'So
I wrote my own sunrise software: Peter Duffett-Smith's
Practical Astronomy With Your Calculator told me what
to do. But I used John Davies' excellent Psion SolarMap
to do a lot of ranging calculations before that. Have a look
at his web site at http://www.davies./u

has drawn my attention to 743m Cairn Hill West Top
(NT896193) on the shoulder of The Cheviot - it sits right
on the Scottish border and gets the sun at 08:26.

So that's the place to be. If you arrive around 08:24,
you'll see the peaks of Cumbria already lit up, away to the
south-west. Face towards grid bearing 130°, position
your feet just on the Scottish side of the border, and lean
forward until your nose is directly above your toes (a plumb
line may come in handy at this point). Now wait - and
you're guaranteed the first Scottish sunrise ofthe year 2000.

Assuming it's not cloudy, of course.

Notes:
Why is the earliest possible sunrise at 12:03 GMT? Were
the Earth's orbit perfectly circular, then the Sun's position
in the sky would always match the clock time - at 1800E,
the Sun would always reach its lowest point below the
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Climber -'a CD by Les Miller
System requirements: PC running Windows 96 orr98, Pent/um preferable with 16MB RAM,
14MB hard disk space if photos are run from CD, 70MB If photos copiea to hard disk; 256-
colour display minimum, but 64k colours at 800 x'aDO resolution is better; CD-ROM drive.
Price: £38. Available direct from Les Miller, ChelWel/, Oatlands Terrace, Ga/ashiels, TD1
3DB, 01896-753525, LesMiller@compuserve.com, http://vlsltweb.comlcllmber

Reviewed by Perkin Warbeck

ANOTHER Munro-based multimedia CD flops on to
the doormat in the TAC offices. They're rolling off the
presses now- or at least lNhat passes for presses in the
\'I,{)rldof the CD-ROM. I suspect it's some sort of Gallium
Arsenide infra-red VII1itinglaser. (That's enough chemistry
- Ed.) Hardly time to draw breath from last month's
SMC offering before this one from Les Miller spins up
on the old 20-speed and self-installs.

Climber is slightly different from usual in being a two-
stage installation: database functions followed by the
main beastie. This appears to be because the database
functions owe something to Borland, the people 1Nh0
brought you the Paradox database. The running of
the package is mostly seamless - driven by a typical
Windows menu bar. I say "mostly" inasmuch as I have
a couple of bones to pick with Les over the curious lack
of typical Windows functions like scroll bars in the hill
lists and the rather odd omission lNhereby the Escape
key doesn't get you out of the current menu item. Some
of us have spent half our lives with right hand stroking
the cursor keys and left hand jumping from Alt to Ctrl
to function keys to Escape. We take it badly lNhen that
functionality is taken away. I am sure it's better for avoid-
ing the old RSI than cementing your hand to the mouse.

Readers of my previous reviews of multimedia COs
(TAC30, TAC40) will be familiar with the refrain "it damn
well better have bells and lNhistles" lNhich I trot out in
running the rule over contenders. Climber is a bit short in
this department: no videos, no sounds, no panoramas.
But despite my previous protesta-
tions I am still a fan. Primarily, I
like it because it appears to be
a labour of love. On the face of
it the package is a list of hills, a
set of maps, a record of ascents
and lots of photos. However, it also
allows a level of personalisation
that none of the others so far has
allowed. For example you can
draw your oWl route on to the maps
and add all sorts of stories of
derring-do. You can add your own
photos too, which is nice. Not
that t.es's photos aren't of quite
a high standard and there are
785 of them including nine of
the Cobbler. Can't say fairer than
that.

Another quirky but entertaining
feature is the presence of demo
data, lNhich are Les's OWl logs.

These are disproportionately packed with incidents of
the following type: "I slipped at one point and slid on
my back directly towards a river gully, but was caught
in time by Colin", or "Alec went first, and got dOWl OK
but warned us it was icy. I followed, slipped on to
my back, gathered speed, but managed to stop myself
beside a large boulder. Russell, undaunted, tried
next, and also lost his footing on the ice; I tried to grab
him as he came past, resulting in both of us tumbling
downwards, stopping ourselves with our axes -luckily
just before the boulders". Sounds like Joe Simpson
could leam from our Les.

I have a couple of other gripes: you can't search for
a hill, or browse by anything other than height or
section. An alphabetical browse would surely have
been an idea. But on the other hand, wnen looking
at a map, all the hills with photos can be highlighted
and double-clicked to go to the photos. This is a
nice feature. I am all for double clicks. I also like
the way he randomises the title pictures. Little things
like that all add up.

Finally we come to the cost, lNhich is thirty-eight
quid. This is a bit on the pricey side, given the
aforementioned lack of bells and whistles. In a
direct comparison with the SMC offering, lNhich is
about the same price, Climber doesn't do too badly.
It feels nicer and it certainly didn't hang the machine
once.

Log page for Ben Lawers including personalised route map
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TAC likes to see reader/writer or user/manufacturer dialogue where appropriate, and so Ken Crocket,
of the co-editors of the recent SMC Munros CD, has been invited to respond to last issue s reviews:

The two recent reviews ofthe SMC CD The Munros by Grant
Hutchison and Perkin Warbeck (see TAC40, pp6-8) were \ ~\ \ \,

intrinsically fair and conscientious pieces of work, but one or ~ ~ \ \ \ \ \'
two points should perhaps be answered here. I won't go into \ '\\ \ '\\ \'
the last four months of production, which are best described \~\'\ ~/w\--\\
as "interesting", but I can say right away that I would have \ \~ '\ \
preferred twelve months in order to polish the product to suit '0\ \ ~:
my usual reflective nature. (Ha! See GH's letter on pI8 - Ed.) '" \..~\ \ '

Several items on the original "wish list" were in the end not
implemented. Perhaps the most useful of these is a simple list G-ET VI' THATH(LL~of the Munros. It was in fact requested at the last moment but E.'
the deadline for Christmas publication had been reached and Q\JlC.KTIM .
it will have to wait for Version 2. We would have loved to
have had more panoramas on the CD, and to have had the loan
of an all-singing and pixel-tapping digital video camera. The
summer was very poor, and the designated team managed one
panorama only, from the Aonach Eagach. The Publications
Company hope to buy their own camera and build up a
collection of such panoramas, again for Version 2.

In the "videos" (ie the digitised, virtual flybys - do some
purchasers believe they are real?'), I personally made the
decision to name hills which to me were obviously visible
in each video, You can argue, as PW did, that to name a far-
off hill was being disingenuous, but I felt that this was the
logical way to go. An alternative would have been to provide
some sort of a title and let users work out for themselves
what they were seeing summit-wise.

I agree with GH that the Log Book could be better. We hope
to have this re-done next time round. I think it looks good, but
some functionality has been lost en route. My original wish, for
example, was that section maps could be "ticked" as Munros
were climbed, so that a user could see immediately what had
been done in each area.

On to what seems to be giving the most trouble both with the
reviewers and I must say the production company. Some users
are experiencing changes in screen resolution. The program
coding is good, in other words it should run automatically,
re-sizing your screen resolution to run the program, then
reverting to the initial settings on exit, all without the user
being aware ofthese changes. It certainly does on my PC, which
is a now standard P200 with 64MB RAM. What I have been
finding, through those users good enough to send in the
Freepost envelope provided in each box, is that in some cases
installation has not progressed normally. There may be no
warning that this has not gone smoothly until you start
running the program and things do not go as they should.

I recommend uninstalling the program and re-installing, and
in most cases this seems to do the trick. The evidence points
towards an under-performing piece of software written by
Apple and called Quicktime, the latest version of which was
included on the CD. This software is licensed to us for use on
the CD, and is seemingly the industry leader in such software.
But what has come out of the Microsoft "trial" on the go right
now is that there is something wrong. Apple claim that the
mighty Microsoft have included hidden code in their Windows
operating system which interferes with the proper running
of Quicktime. Microsoft in turn accuse Apple of poor quality
control. As with hundreds of developers and thousands of
users we seem to be caught in the middle.

This flawed installation, through no fault on the user's part,
can manifest itself in many ways. In some cases the program
runs more slowly than it should. Some users cannot get
sound, or some sections of the program. With some users the
resolution does not reset itself on exit, which is a major
irritation. But an uninstall-reinstall process does seem to
help, not that this is required in very many cases anyway.

GH is slightly unfair when he latches on to the video
crashing, as to me this looks like a machine-specific problem.
To date no-one has registered this fault with me. Again, I
suspect a hidden but flawed installation, and I would like
GH to try this a few times then report back.

There were two or three complaints that the maps were
not detailed enough, and one user actually commented that
she was expecting high resolution maps capable of allowing
navigation in conjunction with her GPS. This would be nice,
but is, I suggest, totally impractical. As most of us are aware,
the OS does not have a reputation based on charity, so that
expensive fees would have to paid for their complete data.
Then the program would also require several extra COs to store
the data. We would be looking at a multi-set program costing
hundreds of pounds, at least. But, just around the corner are
higher density COs, so who knows what goodies Version 2
might allow? More virtual flights for sure, more photographs
for some sections perhaps.

I truly think that for a first run at an entirely new medium
the SMC have produced something they can be proud of.
Certainly the compliments coming back in the pre-paid
envelopes vastly outnumber the disgruntled comments. And
I genuinely value your comments - they confirm some of
our ideas and hopes and encourage us to continue working
on the holy grail that is the "Definitive CD-ROM".

There is a help page on the SMC website at www.smc.Ofg. uk
which provides some of the knowledge and tips garnered
over the last few months. I provide two examples of screen
shots showing that any user can grab a screen off the program
(as obviously PW did for his review) and then save it and
edit for their personal pleasure. Tell us what you would like
to see, whether new or improved, and we'll promise to
consider it.

And finally, the "old codger" visible in the panorama is not
Donald Bennet. It's not me either, I've still got my complete
thatch, and it's regrettably certainly not Lara Croft. Which
reminds me - while Donald expressed puzzlement over the
label of old codger, he didn't ask me who Lara Croft was.
A secret gamer?
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Go o.h~~, Pv~k ~
M(;l.Ke M"f ~~'1!!

~
WILDLI FE CRIME and the debate on access to the
countryside are inextricably linked. During the last fifteen
years, over 95% of those people charged in Scotland
with offences relating to bird of prey persecution and
poisoning have been associated with game shooting
interests. In short, most people who attempt to kill raptors
come from grouse, partridge or pheasant management
backgrounds. According to the Scottish Secretary
Donald Dewar, this is a national disgrace. It has also not
gone unnoticed that the majority of this crime has been
reported by members of the public whilst out walking.
Hence the less than warm welcome given by some
estates to calls for greater access to the countryside.
The purpose of this piece is to guide hillwalkers on what is
legal and what is not legal in the Scottish uplands. There
are several types of persecution likely to be encountered
on a day on the hill, and the following outlines should guide
you as to the course of action to take.

Pole traps
Outlawed almost a century ago, these indiscriminate
traps still make annual appearances around some
pheasant rearing areas and on grouse moors. They tend
to be constructed by placing a fence post in an open
area without any other obvious perching positions for
birds to land on. A metal trap is attached to the top of
the pole and left set. The unfortunate bird then lands on
the post and the trap snaps shut breaking or severing
both legs. Sometimes the traps are hidden under trees
around pheasant rearing pens. A variation on this design
is to put bait (such as rabbit) on the ground or on a branch
and to hide a trap very close by. These traps are very
dangerous and should not be touched; the force from
the trap could easily break several fingers.

Polsenedbalts
'" "'" ., -~_>~:i

Aimed primarily at carrion feeders (which potentially
includes just about every bird of prey), poisoned baits
are probably the commonest form of persecution on
the Scottish uplands today. Several baits can be used,
eg rabbit, mountain hare, grouse, pigeon, eggs, grain,
and even bread. The corpses used as baits may be
cut open or intact. The poison, usually in a dry granular or

powdered form, can be administered
anywhere from the belly and back to
the eyes. A big clue as to whether
you are dealing with a poisoned bait is
to see what is close by. Beetles, birds,
stoats, weasels, foxes, family pets
and sheepdogs get poisoned in most
years. The poisons used can be deadly
to all animals and you should be very
careful not to touch anything. The
way these poisons are illegally used
means that there are no "safety rules"
of what to expect and where to find
them. Incredibly dangerous substances,
many of which can be absorbed directly
through unbroken human skin, are used
in the Scottish uplands. It is perhaps
surprising that there have been only two
human fatalities associated with the
illegal use of poisons in the countryside.

Crow traps
Crow traps are legitimate, legal, and effective methods
used in "vermin control". Three main types of crow
trap are in use: the funnel, the ladder and the Larsen. If
correctly used they should not be interfered with, and
live bait birds (crows and magpies) should not be
released. That said, many crow traps are illegally set,
and these pose a significant threat to a wide range
of species. All "active" crow traps must contain water,
food and shelter, and should be visited daily. All
non-target species (ie not crows) should be released
immediately by the crow trap operator. It is common to
find a trap with the door shut and funnel open and with
no food, water or shelter inside. This is illegal. It is also
illegal to leave dead birds (crows and "non-target"
species) overnight in the trap, as any should be removed
at each daily trap inspection. If you find either a live
or dead "non-target" species, chances are that the trap
is not being checked daily and is being used illegally.

Shooting
Some "pest" species can be killed under licence, but
most bird species, including all raptors, are fully protected.
If you suspect that someone has shot a protected
species, do not approach them. They have a gun and
you do not.

Scottish law requires corroboration in terms of evidence.
If you do find something that you suspect is illegal, try to
get a second witness and photographic/video footage of
the event. Note the time and a six figure grid reference
of the site. For legal and safety reasons, do not touch or
interfere with the (alleged) crime scene. Please phone
the RSPB Investigations Department on 0131-311-6515.
They will inform the appropriate Police Wildlife Liaison
Officer for the area, who will deal with the case.
Deliberate persecution is still common and is the
primary reason why you do not see many golden
eagles, hen harriers and peregrines in large parts of the
Scottish uplands. Help crack down on crime in rural
areas by immediately reporting any suspicious incidents.

IDave Pallas I
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IThree meals, one Muirneag --------
Twenty four hours in Tolsta. Awake, dressed and

Tearabert done in fifteen minutes, all 110 metres. I am
blessed by the weather granted sometimes to the locals, and
can see again the Assynt hills across the Minch. Back home
for breakfast? No - I meander down to the coast cliffs-
past the ruined house which must have carried the most
spectacular view across that Minch (although the lighthouse
at Tiumpain Head would have kept them awake), and on
south into Glen Tolsta via views of the topaz blue bay of
PortBun a'Ghlinne.

Up Glen Tolsta to pass the home of lain the Hermit. He is
out and about and after his normal interrogation of passers-
by he establishes who I am and thoughtfully asks after my
mother and her sisters.

A walk up the track to the "main road" and breakfast
thoughts - but no, Loch Ionadagro beckons. So bypassing
the new fir plantation up to the loch which provides the
water in the village, and across the dam
to do some reconnaissance: I can see
Muirneag, but not the ups and downs
involvedin between.I remember the easy
way back to the peat road and the croft
to eat the trout myuncle caught the night
before and fried by grannie on the
Rayburn. Cooking as only grannies can
do. A little bit late, but breakfast is the
one meal which has some leeway.

This place feels like the end of the
earth - it is the end of the road - but
the talk is of contemporary things,
football, politics, football. There is the
aura of relaxation; summer days are
remembered. The Minch seen out of
the breakfasttablewindow.This iswhere
I feel at home.

Muirneag then. Out the back rope-held gate beside the hen
house and out through the decades-owned peat banks and
into uncharted territory. I have been here before with trout-
seeking uncles, but not on my own. They never wanted to
go to Muirneag. They went to the lochs to get food.

So into the routine of the hill dipping out of sight and
the thing taking on a frightening/spooky aspect as again
and again you dip into the loch bits and convince yourself
you are about to be lost. Then, trusting to map and compass,
the ground starts to rise and get firmer and you are on the
slope to Muirneag. I get to the top and find on the trig point
a car battery. Who in the name of bloodymindedness carried
such a lump over such a squelchy morass of treacherous
terrain?

However: lovely views across the moor with the cliffs and
the Minch beyond. It is becoming a spectacular weather
day, and that means a lot in these parts. Then panic - 12:30
dinner - cannot be late for that. Fast bog trot, smug in my
newly learned geography, for what seems an unending age
until sidetracked by a silver tent "thing". This I approach
cautiously - who would be camping out here in the middle
of the bog? It turns out to be a downed meteorological
balloon, all silver struts and white fabric.

Rememberingthe dinnerdeadline,offIgoagain.Then,whilst
vaulting a burn, the bleating of a stranded sheep. Stupid
thing is waist-deep in a peat burn and cannot get out.
Dinner/sheep? Dinner/sheep? Wrath offamily/sheep? Sheep.

I pull and pull this creature for my life's worth - the sheep
of course gives no reciprocation - and just when I think
Sod you then, just when I'm about to go in head first, out it
pops. Not even a bleat of thanks.

My mind goes back to the last time I saved a sheep -
a lamb - which had fallen off the cliffs above the pier on
Giordale Sands. With its broken leg I took it lovingly back
to my uncle. He cursed me and it in the end: the thing
took more in milk and things to get its leg right than he
got when he sold it for the dinner plate.

Make it back just in time for the scotch broth, then meat,
tatties and veg, then milk pudding afters. Stuffed.

Time for the beach. I ask dad (who has a fortnight out
here, not my paltry twenty-four hours) to drive me to the
start of the Traigh Mhor, a mile of unblemished sand with
wonderful childhood memories. Along with the other two
beaches in Tolsta this can be wonderful in summertime, and

--

I suffer "childhood summer syndrome". The Traigh is even
more special as it was the beach that only the locals got to:
there was no obvious path off the road, and the extended
family of mums, dads, uncles, aunts and cousins spent
hours there having great fun, as only we knew the way down.
(The Royal Engineers have cured this condition, alas).

In welly boots I start to trudge along the mile of sand,
between the Minch and the machair. The three-course meal
at lunchtime creates the stitch effect, and I stop from time
to time on stranded bits of log to look out at the sea,
entranced. I have taken in the moor, the hill, the sea, the
machair - and I think on. But this is a long mile in sand in
welly boots. The last third is done in bare feet.

I reach the cliffs at the end and double back - my dad
said he will pick me up at the road that comes out near the
end of the beach: "Just go over the start of the grass and
head for the churches and you can't miss it." I vaguely knew
the cemetery was at this end of the village, but I did not
know that was where I was headed. It is a fantastic site
overlooking the Minch, and is where all the sons and
daughters of Tolsta are destined to go. So at the end of
my little journey round Tolsta I end up in the cemetery and
of course my granda's grave is there, and of course I see it
and I stop and of course I think. Without him, maybe, I
would not be the lover of the hills and the seas and the skies
and the moors and the lochs I am today.

And of course we make it back in time for steak sausage,
fried potatoes, eggs, beans and lashings of tea and scones
and bread and jam.

9 I lain Cameron I



~ Blimey. TAC has long nurtured its reputation of setting difficult quizzes, with the winning mark usually around 70% and the:u overall average down in the 30s. That's been blown away this time. Not only did entries rise to a new high of28, and not only did
E the fifth-placed contestant beat the previous record score, but this year's winner scored an astonishing 96%. Maybe we should
"; retire - although most likely we'll set an old-style stinker next Christmas. The early feedback was ofthis being an easier quiz than
Cl usual (although the real mathematicos tended to think it trickier), but even so 96 points is an impressive bag by any standards ..
Cl) With two-thirds of entrants topping 50%, last year's average of 38% was always going to be wiped out, but 54% is startling .
.c The Bruce Smith 1Peter Shaw pairing scored a thumping 88Y:zbut still finished runners-up for the second time. They're now up
~ there with Charles Everett as the finest quizzers never to have won a major. Wolf Gruellich' s rise to third (edging out JoneslEverett
E and triple winners BennlBrodie) is a lesson to all who think the quiz lies beyond their abilities. This year also saw new permuta-
~ tions such as the aforementioned Guildford/York dreamteam, while it was good to see old favourites in the bargain mezzanine as

usual: Garrad Hassall, Webb, Johnston and Ingram might perennially take part rather than win, but that's what matters in the end.
Most folk had entered before, with only seven newcomers (several of whom acclimatised nicely for future summit bids). Phil
Harmston did well to whip the booby away from the overconfident grasp ofRonald "Do I get the relic?" Tumbull. Phil picks up
a nicely coloured Welsh bookIet plus the aforementioned relic, a scrap of one ofHamish Brown's maps from way back. As usual,
we made a Meall na h- Aisre of one question (see Sa), whilst a few others were, in retrospect, unnecessarily vague (Id, 5d, 7i, 8R);
but on the whole feedback was positive and, as the old cliche has it, a good time was had by all. Thanks to everyone who entered.
96 Jim Willsher, 88Ifz Bruce Smith / Peter Shaw, 78Ifz Wolf Gruellich, 75Ifz Barbara Jones / Charles Everett, 73Ifz Stuart
Benn / Barbara Brodie, 72Ifz both Graham Pearson and Dave Tyson / Brenda Lowndes, 68 Paul Caban / Alastair Matthewson,
661;2Kevin McGovem, 65IfzIan Baines, 65 Graham Benny, 62 David Grijjith-Jones, 58 Gordon Smith # J, 57 the Garrad Hassan
team (this year featuring Lucy Craig, Andrew Fellows, Paul Gardner; Graham Gow, Peter Jamieson, Linda Malone, David
Robb, Gordon Smith #2 .Helen Snodin, Anne Telfer), 56 Mike Jacobs, 54 Gary Westwood, 53 Richard Webb, 52IfzAnn Bowker;
44Ifz Alan Cresswell, 44 Jan Johnston, 42Ifz Bev Barratt, 37 David Bell, 30 David Hoyle, 25 Edie and Christopher Horton,
24Ifz Harry Ingram, J9John Owen, J6 Ronald Tumbull, J4 Phil Harmston.

1a In 1998,whoW8S videoed talking about se)twhils! surrounaed bYlllaps?
Bill Clinton, Slick WiUy himself, gave his Lewinsky testimony down the wires from the Map Room in the White House. As Grant
Hutchison (who wasn't allowed to enter) said, it gives you an orgasm just thinking about the White House Map Room. Wrong
names included Chris Bonington, Robin Cook, Muriel Gray, Nicole Kidman (that was The Blue Room), Madonna, John Major,
Cameron McNeish, Dr Ruth and Janet Street Porter. BB and IB both went for Joe Simpson - right answer, wrong question-
while KM opted for Ron Davies and worried about the wisdom of web searching on sex+videos or sex+maps.
1b Who in 1998 chose as their Desert Island Discs book "an Ordnance Survey map of the world"?
Judi Dench, 17/4/98. Another mixed bag: Bonington and Street Porter again plus Eileen Atkins, David Attenborough, Ffyona
Campoell, Ranulph Fiennes, David Hempleman-Adams, Anthony Hopkins, Andrew Motion and the Michaels Palin andPortillo.
tc On which 1998 map was the Ml!~1of Kintyre located on Mull?
British Tourist Authority's Rock and Pop Map - One nation under a groove. Nice concept except it placed Paul McCartney's
home rather further north than the steep rolling Machrihanish heather and the mist in the Bastarding (see 6h) glen. The Virgin
Trains map proved a popular guess - reputedly very badly drawn. RT's suggestion of the SMC CD was a little cruel.
1d Where in Scotland is a S7m trig point mapped with no contours between it and the sea?
A couple of folk pointed out that the trig on the dunes at Forvie (38/NK023278) does have a contour to its east. Yes, but it's
possible to walk S and reach the sea without having crossed the line. Various folk came up with other interesting trigs, notably
the 313m Marilyn-toponeon Biodan Athairon Skye (23ING158549). Also 160m Hill ofClibberswickon Unst(11HP663127), 76m
on Noup Head, Westray (5IHY392497), 59m on Wiay in Loch Bracadale (23ING294356), and 48m on Mull Head, Orkney (61
HX592097). BB found a Hydrographic Survey Pillar at 185ft beside Loch Ewe at NG815895 on I" Sheet 19, butthisis mapped with
contours on OS 19 (as 57m, coincidentally). SBIBB suggested the 74m trig on Dumbarton Rock; mapped outside the 50m contour
on OS64 but correctly shown on OL39. KH spotted that the trig on Burgh Hill, Stronsay (51HY689232) currently lacks a height.
1eWhat common factor links the following four hills: Ben Nevis, snowdon, Ward Hill (Hoy), Leith Hill?
The first ofthe points dropped by JW came here: he suggested these were all the high points oftheir two-letter grid squares. Yes,
but oftheir one-letter squares, too: N, S, H, T, as foretold by Grant Hutchison in TACI8.
1f Wi)ich bi{t Graha,mwas ~t~leted in 1998?
Tommy Graham, the hefty Renfrewshire West MP booted out for being too Old Labour. "Ma back is that fu' 0' knives", he said.
Half marks awarded for Graham Kelly (sacked 12/98), but nothing in the end for George Graham or Ally Graham of Ayr United.
2a Initially at least, which Munro might provide a good home for unwanted cats and dogs?
Most folk got this: Stob Poite Coire Ardair bears acronymic similarity to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
2b Wfiich wfiite goods company was criticised for comp.aring a sheep·to·a multi-megaton nUclear explosion?
Zanussi, during their "Mis-appliance of Science" advertising campaign. .. .es

2c From which white goods book:" As far as I could see, there were miles and miles
o and miles of open spaces all around these sheep ... Sheep aren't stupid. They're

petty, spiteful and bloody-minded"?
Round Ireland with a Fridge, Tony Hawks, p46. TAC keeps tabs on all sheep books.
2d Where in Scotland ... Old Deer, long Goat, Otter Had~South Whaleback?
30/NJ976476; 44/N0339613; 21HU393813; 4IHZ213703. Easy look-up stuff, although
the current OS4 gives just Whaleback. Old maps and Haswell-Smith's The Scottish
Islands (reviewed in TAC30) gives South Whaleback. KM, along with Mr Munro-it-all
RW, pointed out that Ronnie Burn, the second Munroist, came from Old Deer.-~ 3a In 1997, Martin Moran fell from (i) Aconcagua; (ii) Liathach; (iii)his roof?
(c) - and we'll resist the temptation to call this "doing a Rod Hull".
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3b On Ruby Wax's show, who would Joe Simpson prefer to sleep with: (i)Wax; (ii) Rliona Cameron; (Hi)Brigitte Nielsen?
(ii) - who, it might be added, was one of very few celebs to price themselves out of The Golden Cagoule, fee-wise. The guesses
here were revealing: La Wax 11, Cameron 11, Nielsen 6. WG said the BBC Info Dept claimed none of these had been on the show.
3c Who "ViiiTom Cruise plaY"in a fortl1coming movie: (i) Bart Simpson; (ii)Joe Simpson; (Hi)Edward (as in Mrs Simpson)?
Canny quizzers started to see a Joe Simpson / Martin Morantheme emerging here.
3d The cover of which mountaineer's~l8test 'book shows a man having a piss fn the middle of the author's name?
That man Joe Simpson again: Dark Shadows Falling
3e In which TV sitcom was a character avalanched on Mount Useful?
"Sitcom" is a debatable w.ay of describing an animated cartoon, The Simpsons, but it appears to be the accepted usage. Wrong
attempts fast-reeled through an entire genre: Brittas Empire, Drop the Dead Donkey, Frasier, Home and Away (a sitcom?!), Men
Behaving Badly, Red Dwarf, Seinfeld, Twin Peaks, 2 Point 4 Children. CHlEH declined to answer as they don't own a TV
4a Whiclinlilgoef7fii1ishtialjistan~cond~jnaWSemi-fiiiil of the T998 European CH~pionsliip*s3000m steeplechhse?
Ifit's notJoe Simpson then it has to be LuisMartin (Spain, 8:27.31) andRamiro Moran (Spain, ~
8:27.46). Your Ed noticed these guys on the first lap and prayed for them to finish one-two.
Afterw.ards, he thought about entering the Lottery for the first time in his life - but decided "
it was still a materialist capitalist immoral disgrace, regardless of whether his luck was in.
4b Which twp categ!>ries of hilJ kick~!i the goals for Widnes at Feat!1erstone.on 26"1987
Mark Hewitt and Damien Munro kicked four goals and one goal respectively. Hewitt was
named Man of the Match despite having spent ten minutes in the Sin Bin. Sounds familiar.
4c Which one of the following competed in the Edinburgh Chess Congress: (i) L Nagar; (ii)M Keen; (iii)C Aosda?
Ho ho. Your Ed's least favourite Congress of 1998 (held in a horrible pseudo-gothic hall in Heriot's School) at least provided a quiz
question. Eight folk went fo' L (Larry?) Nagar, sadly no-one tried Chas Aosda, and it was Martin Keen all along.
4d From which 1997 sports book: "The draw for the Open, like hill walking •., is a total mystery to sane and rational people"?
Surprisingly difficult: only five entrants knew that it was Four-Iron in the Soul, by former Bluebells popster Lawrence Donegan.
4eWhichTAC contributors opened the bowlingJor Yorks: (i) Dawson lHewitt; 77iJ Warbeck I Smith;:(iii) Hamilton I Hutchison?
Easier: Gavin Hamilton / Paul Hutchison, although Robert Dawson, Jamie Hewitt and many Smiths also feature in the averages.
5a Whattliieme links these four pairings of Scottish and US hills: Carn Eige IMount Washington; Ben More Assynt IMount
Mitchell; Ben More (Mull) IWheeler Peak; Morven (Caithness) I White BiJtte?
We made a mess of this one (there's alw.ays one, try as we might), sorry. Whilst most people sussed the theme - highest points
in Scottish 100km grid squares paired with the high points of US states with the same two-letter code - we give the w.rong
Scottish hill in one instance. NH (New Hampshire) and NC (North Carolina) are fine for the first two parts, as is ND (North Dakota)
for the last. But whilst Ben More on Mull is certainly in square NM, and Wheeler Peak is indeed the New Mexico high point, Sgurr
na Ciche, Garbh Chioch Mhor, Sgurr Mor etc are higher Scottish NM points.
5b Which other Scottish hill could be similarly paired with a US hill?
This obviously became tricky for those people (PC/AM, BLlDT) who saw the flaw in 5a and were thus unsure of what we meant
by "similarly". Both pairings got it right however (whilst offering a "highest Marilyn" - Beinn a'Bhuird - alternative), and
hopefully no-one dropped points through outright confusion. What we were looking for was Cairn Gorm, high point of square
NJ, since NJ is the only other Scottish square to double as a US state code (New Jersey, whose high point is just called High Point).
5c Which two English hills could be paired with US hills in the same way?
Again strictly required legit examples in Sa, but again it didn't seem to cause any problems. Most people correctly gave Scafell
Pike (NY, New York, Mount Marcy), and The Old Man of Coniston (SD, South Dakota, HarneyPeak). An inordinate number of
folk added Snaefell just in case (SC, South Carolina, Sassafras Mountain), but of course the Isle of Man is not part of England.
5d Which two Corbetts are the closest to each other in distance?
Also tricky to answer, since two pairs are so close as to be incalculable short of having observers unreel a massive ball of string
between the tops. At first we thought the Arran pair of Ca isteal Abhail / Cir Mhor was closest, with Sgurr a'Mhuillin / Meallan
nan Eun above Strathconon slightly farther apart. In grid-ref-trig terms Arran is 1.26km, Conon 1.30km. But these figures are
effectively identical given the 1OD-metre error of the grid refs (1.26 rounds up). Grant Hutchison, a man with spherical trigonometry
hardwired into his brain, was duly recruited. Correcting for spherical geometry adjusts 1.3km by only 50cm, which is lost in the grid
error. So flat map measurement is more accurate, but the differences are so close that the width of the spot height dots comes
into play. It's impossible to be sure. Incidentally, the question of whether Foinaven would be the most northerly Munro were it
high enough (TAC35, p17) also suffers from rounding error. Ben Hope has the higher latitude, by 0.00056 degrees with 111.4km
to the degree at this latitude. This gives a difference of 62 metres - which is again within the lOO-metre error of the original grid
refs. So Foinaven might still be farther north!
5e Which two Grahams are the closest to each other in distance?
After all that, this was pleasantly straightforward: Meall Reamhar and Meall nan Caorach, east of Amulree, easily win at O.85km. »
6a Who fell 8800m in a thunderstorm and survived? Cl.
Balloonist Steve Fossett, during a round-the-world attempt before yon French geezer and that dead bloke from the Stones put paid 3
to all the tiresome hype. BJ/CE and KM mentioned Vesna Vulovic, survivor of a 1015 9m plunge when her VC9 exploded in 1972. Cl;
6b Who sang "Getting up this time of day lis like climbing Everest a difficult way"? :: J
The Supernaturals, in "I wasn't built to get up". SBlBB claimed (via music biz connections don't ya know) that the lyric was
"Anything at this time of day ...", but it certainly sounded like "Getting up" when your Ed saw them on Saturday morning kids' ~
TV Wrong guesses: Bjork, Alan Blanco, Brian Blessed, Boomtown Rats, Nick Cave, Diggers, Fannies, Manics, Oasis. N

Gc Who was ordered to "Climb Mount Niitaka" on 2I12141? 3
I»Vice Admiral Nagumo Chuichi ofthe Japanese fleet: this was the order that led to the attack on Pearl Harbor five days later. Best .•••~story here came from BB who gave up and "casually switched over from channel 3 to 4 to see a Japanese face in navy uniform
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oX: and a subtitle at that very moment said 'Climb Mount Niitaka, Tora Tora Tora!' ... My faith in a superior being has been restored."
~ 6d' Which Count!)fTop. was .tfie scene of repeat~d mass suicide attempts inJ 9!JS?
E Pico de Teide on Tenerife is the highest point on Spanish soil, and is where Heide Fittgau-Garthe and her cult members planned
N to (country) top themselves secure in the knowledge that the usual UFO would whoosh them away to a new and better life.::s
" 6e Add a European Country code to an English CC)unty Top and...get ash,ffoHi9fit
Cl) YourEd's fav~urite clue: shining Tor (Cheshire) + CH (SWitzeri~) ~Siiining 'TordfThere's something really pleasing about this .
.e6f In 1906,who cooked oi$ books and faked it?
~ Frederick C~k "climbed" Mount McKinley in 1906 but only reached the top ofF ake Peak, 5000m lower. This is akin to claiming
E a winter ascent of Ben Nevis by Tower Ridge when you've merely strolled up Cow Hill. Cook cropped photographs to "prove" his
"C claim in To the Top of the Continent, but he was finally proved fraudulent in 1998 by Robert Bryce. Cook also falsely "reached" the
« North Pole in 1909 and was later banged up for oil fraud. GS told of another Cook, Thomas, who built a funicular up Vesuvius only

to have it trashed by an eruption (in 1906, oddly). A lesson for the Cairngorm Chairlift Company: don't do it, you will die horribly.
69 Whose 1~§9 Rum Diary was pu61ishe5!)n'199(? .
Not Hamish Brown as various folk suggested, but Hunter S Thompson. Ah, Dr G W McSharkie, where are you now? You're
the best writer ever to grace the pages ofTAC, please come back if you' re still out there.
6h Which of the follo\'(in9 is not a Scottisb hill: (llJh!D~~~'s:foj!!!i.iii1Tb~~m; (iiij'Geneli!! 'PinC)£het?
We thought this the easiest question, but it almost tripped JW who got it right without knowing why. General Pinochet is not a
Scottish hill, whereas The Bastard is, 188m down in Kintyre (68/NR 758123): see AIan Blanco's ill-conceived article in TAC 18.
71n 1998, with which countries were these associated: 7a B!ll Slirpane, 7b Be~nZekri, lc Ebbe Sand, 7d R0W'sg;anQ"
7e Ben Challenger, 7f Lembit Opik, 7g Taribo West,lh Ben~ga!!l'!!. §.!.!1Lacten, 7j Re~l>~a.gger,.7k Ear!h Sump1it'L
These were all people or horses, with points awarded as follows: a Tunisia, b Morocco, c Denmark, d Norway, e OK (England), f UK
(Wales), g Nigeria, h New Zealand / Canada, i Afghanistan / Saudi Arabia, j Denmark, k UK (England). Some were straightforward,
eg a, b, c, d and g appeared in the World Cup. e was a highjumper (human) and the son of Romeo Challenger (horse) of
Showaddywaddy. f was debatable since Opik hails from Estonian stock (not Lithuania as given by PH who used to drink with him),
but he was born in Wales and was in the news in 1998 because of his hang-gliding accident near Llandinam. h was an NZ racehorse
named Tulsy Tsan until someone complained; also a Canadian showjumping horse. SBIBB pointed out the ease with which it could
be muddled with Moray Marilyn Ben Aigan. i caused confusion since Osama bin Laden comes from Saudi, hangs out in Afghani-
stan, and was accused of the US Embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania. Only the first two scored points, since the bombings
are technically unclaimed (and since when has US propaganda been trustworthy") j was the hardest, since although Reuben
(possibly Ruben) Bagger plays football for Brendby, eg against Man Utd, he wasn't in the Danish World Cup squad. Several folk
suggested he was Israeli, but he seems straightforwardly Danish. k was the winner of the 1998 Grand National, and sadly no points
for those who suggested the Rio or Kyoto Earth Summits, since these eco-conferences took place in 1992 and 1997 respectively.
8 auotat!on~: "So does the bung stop here? If so a footballing public which for five years has been treated not so much to a mountain as
a Himalayan range of speculation and allegation concerning the game's seamier finances might regard the end result as no more significant than
a Scottish upland followed by a few foothills." - David Lacey, on Brian Clough, Guardian.
"When he isn't galloping up and down that flank, he says, he and Tanya are away climbing the Scottish hills: Ben Lomond, the Cobbler,
the hidden valley of Glencoe. On one occasion last summer, when the affection and abuse raining off that Ibrox main stand seemed
almost within earshot, the two headed off to Skye. 'Scotland is very beautiful,' says Big George with a rusty purr. 'The top of Ben Lomond
was something very spectacular to me.''' - Graham Spiers, on Jorg Albertz, Scotland on Sunday.
"Chasing 225 was not exactly climbing Everest. It only looked that way because both sides had made such a pig's ear of their previous attempts.
Logically they were only trying to get to the top of Snowdon. But they have missed the chance to use the old ladies' walking trail; the railway
must be closed for the winter; a blizzard has blown in reducing visibility to zero; and they are out of Kendal Mint Cake." - Matthew Engel.
"It was like trying to drag a dead elephant up Ben Nevis with an elastic band" - lain Brown on the filming of Lanark, by Alasdair Gray
(quoted in Alasdair Gray: a life in pictures, Jonathan Jones).
'''The advantage of not having sex getting in the way means that we can get to know each other.' She would hope that there might be children.
The idea at the moment is a house somewhere in Norfolk which they both like and where Reg had been evacuated during the war. 'And I love the
mountains,' she laughs." - Duncan Campbell on Roberta Kray, Guardian.
"There were 193 'peaks' and I saw, spotted, noted, enumerated every one: what a sense of triumph, of completeness, of closure." - Stephen
Moss, on traiospotting, Guardian.
"Television is like a whole lot of rolling hills, there's so much of it. But I hope you can discem one or two BBC peaks among them." - Peter
Salmon, controller of BBC1, profiled by Maggie Brown, Guardian.
"Beckham, not the first to discover that the wind blows strongest at the top of the mountain." - Martin Tyler, Charity Shield.
"Are they friendly with their local Britpoppers, Oasis? 'We haven't met them,' says Gillian. She glances at their wild acreage outside, at
the public footpath running across their land. 'Now, if they were hikers ...P' - GiI1ian Gilbert of New Order, Guardian.
"How far can they go? Enter the 'angle of dangle' device. Producers refer to a map of Scotland and in particular to the Mull of Kintyre. If the
offending implement raises its head above the angle of the peninsula then it's out. Ifit doesn't, it's in." - Channel 4 penis guidelines, Guardian.
"You always know, if you're in the limelight, that it's going to be a bumpy ride - but it used to be a perfectly acceptable waveform. You could
think 'well, I'm going to have a few awards and a couple of good years and Whoops! Here we go.' Now it's like roUerblading up Everest."-
Noel Edmonds, interviewed by Janine Gibson, Guardian.

These proved popular questions, since several were pretty obvious and all were guessable. Only JW picked up the bonus mark for
all correct however, with numerous folk tempted away by the alternative charms ofBrian Blessed and Cameron McNeish. Several
people also fell into the bung/buck and Beckham/Bergkamp traps, whilst there was frequent muddlement of phrases such as "a
Himalayan range", "a whole lot of rolling hills", "an Everest", etc. Similarly the options in the Jorg Albertz question tended to be
given in the wrong order. The only debatable (half) point came with the Channel 4 quote, since this featured the byline and was thus
subjective. Halffor anyone who gave "programming" rather than "penis". Obviously many alternatives were designed to tempt
people, and we knew the likely wrong suggestions, but there was still something endearingly visual about "a gang of youths
running across their land", or even "badgers running across their land". The latter qualifies as a new kind of Brocken Spectre.
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Lest people think that trig point bagging started as
a consequence of TAC's persistent interest in the
subject, read this, from pp20-21 of the 1990/1 Journal
of the Midland Association of Mountaineers:

"Cheviot in Northumberland is a thoroughly muddy,
boggy mountain situated in rolling country. A friend of
ours found a girl in tears near the top - she collected
trig point numbers and was afraid of the Cheviot bog
around the summit - his binoculars solved the
problem."
Barbara Jones, was that you up there, quaking in the
mire all those years ago? (The quote is taken from
"Hunting Country Tops", by Peter and Muriel Wild.
Despite the title, with its fine typo, this is about
collecting County Tops.)

lAC is always game for arcane conspiracy theories
concerning the SMC, so it was interesting to note a
passage from Simon Singh's best-selling number
theory book Fermat's Last Theorem. On pp62-63
Singh explains the concept of ''friendly numbers", pairs
of integers where the divisors of one sum to the
other and vice versa. These are a rare breed, eg
the second-lowest pair (discovered by Fermat himself)
is 17296 and 18416, whilst the third pair (found,
somehow, by Descartes) is 9363584 and 9437056.
But the first pair, unearthed by the Pythagoreans, is
220 and 284. The maths works: the divisors of 220
are 1+2+4+5+ 10+ 11+20+22+44+55+ 110=284, whilst
the divisors of 284 are 1+2+4+ 71 +142=220. Singh
goes on to argue that these numbers have been used
throughout history as symbolic of friendliness, eg Jacob
gave Esau 220 goats (as you do). And who can dispute
that the most recent use of the idea comes in Munro's
Tables? The 1997 Bearhop changes increased the
number of Munros to 284, whilst the current SMC
figure for Corbetts is 220. But of course the real figure
for Corbetts, as all TAC readers know, is 219, since
the twin summits of Sgurr a'Bhac Chaolais and Buidhe
Bheinn are counted as separate Corbetts by the SMC
when they should really only constitute one in terms of
Corbett's stated criteria. Quite why the SMC chose to
do this had seemed unclear, but now the reason is plain.
They're just being friendly.

Now that Trail magazine appears to have adapted
TAC's recent interest in matters eerie and spooky,
it's time to push the envelope a little further, as ever.
Tales of an bilingual talking ghost next time, but for
now there's space merely to record that if you want
to locate Everest in The Times Atlas of the World,
Comprehensive Edition (1994), you'll find it on
Plate 30 ... in grid square K2.

And whilst on the subject of pushing the envelope,
Graham lIIing reports having recently dived in the
Red Sea to a depth of 38.3m. And come April he's off
to Cho Oyu where he hopes to stretch his overall
depth/height spread to an impressive 8191.3m

Graham Benny has more information on the Vrackie
goats (TACs passim) which shoves the earliest known
date back considerably. He writes: "I remember seeing
a couple of goats, including a white one, away over
on the steep slope below the summit on my first visit.

This was on 27/11/88, and I came close enough to be
sure they were not sheep. (That's more information
than we need to know - Ed.) That they appeared not
to resent or be alarmed by our presence might indicate
that they were recently liberated from a domestic
herd. I'm not sure if this is a valid assumption however,
since the attitudes of feral goats to humans seem to
vary. The Galloway ones used to be very shy until they
discovered easy food at the tourist car parks, even to
the extent of sticking their horny heads in car windows
in search of sandwiches. In contrast the Wester Ross
ones are no more approachable than normal deer."

Roger Richard has also been taking an interest in sheep:
"While reading the recent TAC including Murdo with his
sheep (which one would that be? - Ed.), I was reminded
of a passage in Seven Years in Tibet, by Heinrich Harrer:
"Every boatman was followed by a sheep with a pack
on its back. The sheep, as well-trained as a dog, needed
no lead and when its master took to the water again
it would jump into the boat by itself."

From horny-headed to Hornli-headed. Following
Ronald Turnbull's mini-listing of Matterhorns in
TAC40, the damn things have started cropping up every-
where. Colin Adams of Newport Pagnell kindly sent in
a copy of his The Mountain Walker's Guide to
Wales (Gwasg Carreg Gwalch, 1990 but due to be
revised later this year), and this gives Cribyn, in the
Brecon Beacons, as another Welsh Matterhorn to
go with Cnicht. And a century earlier, the first volume
of the Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal includes
references to Ben Stack as "a mountain which when
seen from the west resembles on a small scale the
Matterhorn" (p78), while Beinn Dubhchraiq (!), "bore
quite a strong resemblance to the Matterhorn" (p247).
Then came the startling discovery of a Matterhorn
bigger than the Matterhorn ~self. Chris Bonington's 1982
book Kongur, China's Elusive Summit, pp45-46,
describes the peak that Bonington labels the Gez
Matterhorn: ss ••• if you allowed your eyes to escape
the starkness of the valley bottom, beyond and above
soared a snow peak unlike any we had seen from a
distance. This was a fairytale peak, a veritable
Matterhorn, slender, shapely and pointed, with far-flung
ridges reaching up into the skies ... It had no name, was
probably only around 5,750 metres in height, but
higher peaks behind it were hidden and it dominated
the valley."
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It's a hill in my book - the latest Marilyn changes, from Alan Blanco
A deadly combination of busyness and laziness has finished the year on 1432, Colin Donnelly on 1103 (now
conspired to delay production of the 1999 update to The 1147) and Charles Knowles on 1096 (now 1101). No-one
Relative Hills of Britain, so vague thoughts of winging it else is past 900, but over half the members are past 700.
your way with TAC41 have been abandontherunned. Some Highest new entry is Rob Woodall of Wellingborough who
of you must be bursting with anticipation by now however, was on 739 on 20th November yet somehow finished the
so here's a brief summary ofthe main points: year on 815.He's currently favourite tobe sixth to reach 1000.
NeW'Mati~~S' The Hall is still heavily male dominated, so it was very
Reg Mtr\Ft Name Map GR ",Drop pleasing to welcome Dorothy Wilson as the third female
41 208 682 Sw'y..eHead 195 SY9~4784 150 member, on 620. An equal opportunities policy has been
41 199 c;53 Nine Barrow Down 195 SZ008811 c152 approved and so it has been decided to extend membership
Del~ted to the dead in order to avoid institutional discrimination.
389'2$ 138)1'50 8 However, the custodians are none too keen on having
39 295 173 8 bodies piling up just inside the doorway, so there must be
Moving Targets good evidence that any prospective dead members have
158 205672 Hill of Nigg 21 NH821705 c193 fulfilled the membership qualification of 600Marilyns.
The total ofMarilyns therefore stays at 1551. Sorry if anyone is Details of the complete Hall of Fame will be ready by May
pissed off about these changes, but there's not much point and will be sent to all living members and anyone else who
in having rules if you don't stick with them. The ISO-metre asked to be kept updated. (Others wanting one should send
qualification for the new Marilyns is a touch controversial, an A5 SAE to TAC.) Thanks to roving reporters David Pur-

chase and Ann Bowkerfor their assistance with this research.as in both cases it is dependent on a human-made feature.
The col separating Nine Barrow Down (aka Godlingston Hill)
from Swyre Head is occupied by Harman's Cross station on
the Swanage railway.Unlike the AbberleyHill col (seeTAC37)
the line is still in use and not in imminent danger of infilling.

The man-made feature of Swyre Head is at its summit, in
the shape of an ancient five-metre-high tumulus. (Do-er
missus - Ed.) This is fully grassed over (apart from the
concrete slab on top, which is not relevant here), so it looks
like a real hill and it counts as a hill in line with the philosophy
expounded in TAC37 and TAC38.The trig point is five metres
lower than the tumulus and about 100metres away in distance
but, as the Bowkers pointed out, if it were on the top you
wouldn't question its height or naturalness. The word from
those who have ventured into the deep south is that both new
entries offer worthwhile and enjoyable walks, providing one
accepts the limitations of Dorset compared to, say, Assynt.

And so to the Marilyn Hall of Fame, which now has around
36 members,up from 21 at the end of 1997.Ann Bowkerended
last year on 1510, one more than Rowland. Both have since
climbed Beinn Churalain, their final mainland Marilyn south
of the Great Glen (Ailsa Craig and Cruach Scarba are
outstanding). Of the other Big Five Baggers, Tony Payne

If you thought Sarah Ferguson was an ex-royal and Paul Parker a batsman who scored 215 in his third first-class match, think
again. Vat Hamilton met both at the Braemar Telemark Festival, where she seems to have had a good time:

Last August the idea of planning a major new skiing event at Glenshee, after one of the area's worst seasons for years, looked
courageous, even foolhardy. But fortune did favour the brave in this case and the first Braemar Telemark Festival, 5th-7th
March, was an amazing event. 250 telemark skiers swooped down on to Braemar for lessons, gear tests, a ceilidh and much
more, freeing their heels and their minds. The whole place was buzzing, burning, turning.

OK, the snow conditions could have been better. The graceful, genuflecting telemark turn comes into its own in soft snow, and
the predominant ice demanded precise technique, especially in the mornings. The weather too was on the fierce side with a
choice of Saturday's low cloud, flat light and wind, or Sunday's high skies, ice-crystal visibility and gales, but telemarkers are
hardy souls.

They must also be an clever bunch, given that everyone seemed to pass the registration intelligence test. 250 people had
to perm four classes - from Steep and Scary, through Improving Fluency to Avalanche Awareness and Turns for Tourers - out
of the 104 being offered by thirteen instructors over two days. You were allowed one Joker - a session by one of the three
stars: Eric Assum, a leading extreme skier; Sarah Ferguson, (no, the talented one), author of Inner Skiing; or the American
telemark guru Paul Parker, author of the ground-breaking (or maybe piste-breaking) Free-heel Skiing. Once equipped with
your exam certificate in the form of a laminated pass with your class times on it, the hard part was over and you could just get
out there and ski.

Instruction standards were high with the emphasis on thought-provoking tips applicable whatever your level. Some of
Parker's classes were filmed by Channel Four for the Board Stupid series, which was exciting enough, but there was the added
thrill of being allowed to queue-jump to increase on-camera time. Those by-passed were not impressed: "Is this continental
queuing then?" - "Jawohl, mein Herr". A bold venture and an astonishing feat of organisation that really succeeded. Many
Scottish-based skiers, no doubt waiting to gauge the conditions before committing their money, found the event already
booked up in February. Next year - there just has to be a repeat - it will be sold out by Christmas.
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Ed. - This is also the point to note the sad and annoying
news that Alan s much loved website, Blanco s Mountain
Centre, is no more, at least in its familiar form. Well
known and well regarded, BMC played host to the online
version of TAC, to Alan s own listings, to a nice set of
hill-related pictures and videos, and to a load of links
with kindred-spirit sites. The MC was located on the
Glasgow University Computing Service server, since Alan
was in their employ for many years until 1996 (when he
switched to Strathclyde Uni). As noted in recent TACs,
there had been difficulties involved in putting TAC37-
TAC40 online, but these were expected to be resolved in due
course. Instead, in mid-March, GUCS for reasons best
known to themselves decided to raze the site without
warning - the first Alan knew of it was when he tried to
check in and found nothing there - http://www.zip. Since
the site could only have brought GUCS good publicity,
and since Alan worked long and hard for them, this is
more than a bit pathetic. Anyway, apologies to all who
have missed the site. The good news is that we're about
to reappear at http://bubl.ac.uklorgltacitltac/



Another Munroist's Companion

r-#)~-~~r,..p'!:-~ - ~~
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Itis a little-known fact that the inventor of the Scottish
hills, Sir H Munro, had a sister. It was during research

for an Introduction, when rather than plunder the
depths of Hamish Brown once more I decided that
the only way forward was to read at the Bodleian,
that I first encountered this intrepid and thoroughly
Victorian lady.

In common with most unmarried Victorian ladies of
a certain temperament, Sir H's sister was a rampant
traveller, who appears in the course of a longish life
to have been everywhere that mattered, often in later
years encountering Dame Freya going in while she
was coming out. Amazingly, very little of her travels
were recorded; whether this was through disinterest
in posterity or because her MSs were otherwise
used, we shall never know.

It is only where her career impinges on that of her
brother that some degree of certainty over her exploits
can be entertained. She is likely to have been the
last, perhaps the only, to climb Carn Cloche Merle
before its deletion. There is a suggestion that she was
the first woman to ride her Old Retainer on top of
the Ben; there must, however, be some doubt over this,
not through any lack of faith in her physical ability,
but because of the skirts. The "benefits of a good
thick skirt", so much proclaimed by others of her ilk,
would have been a positive disadvantage in these
circumstances.

What can be said with some certainty is that she was
the first to take Sir H to task over his choice of
mountains. In one strongly worded note she makes her
objection quite clear: "Why, in Heaven's name", she
cries, "have you included so many of those Mounth
pillocks in your list?" There may be, I think, a mis-
reading here, but her intention is clear.

However, what this intrepid lady was undoubtedly best
at was propelling boats. This pastime she evidently
saw as her prime pleasure, and she is believed to
have participated on waters as far and wide as Loch
nan Eun and Lochan Uaine, and on rivers from Ae
to Exe. Indeed the sole reason I have any idea of her
appearance is because, although she got around,

there is only one blurred sepia
print of a shape standing on
another shape. This might have
been a photograph of a Loch
Ness monster, were it not for
the scribbled message on the
back: Aunty Mun - rowing.

Not a lot to work from perhaps,
but, found early in my researches,
enough to give that frisson
the true academic needs to push
on into strange new worlds. As
an interim measure, to establish
my credentials (and my claim),
I wrote a small paper and placed

,':) it in one or two climbing journals.
Here was where the problem
arose, proof-reading not always

being such periodicals' strong point, and it is the
consequence of this which exercises me today.

A few weeks after publication I began to get some
feedback when slipping into hostelries for a well-
earned half, and letting slip who I was. But it was a
strange sort of feedback, not at all what I had hoped
for. People kept coming up, slapping me on the back,
insisting on buying me another half, and telling me
what a wonderful idea I'd had, and how it had
changed their whole outlook to a day on the hill. I
was of course mystified, but grateful for the drinks
(if slightly befuddled), and not overly concerned, at
least for a time.

But now I know what is going on, and it has to
stop. At once, before the whole ethos of the hill is lost
forever. It was on a Geal Charn that I first noticed it,
then on another, and most recently on Creag Pitridh
and Tom Buidhe. Thank Munro it cannot happen on
all hills, only those which are the proper (or, in the
circumstances, improper) shape. It would be difficult,
for instance, on Schiehallion or Macdui - though not,
I suppose, if things became bad enough, impossible.
What is it? It takes the form of small groups climbing
to within three hundred feet of a summit, apparently
intent upon capture, then carefully contouring, making
no further effort to gain height, before moving on
after perhaps a quarter or a half circuit, without a
backward glance, with not even the pretence of a tick!

It was this repeated sight that sent me anxiously
back to my copy of The Periodical. And there it was,
another example of appalling proof-readign, and an
example to us all that those who wish to destroy valued
traditions will stoop to anything, even to the extent
of disregarding the whole tenor of an article and
clamping on to one wayward line. There, beneath an
awful reproduction of my admittedly awful photograph,
is the misprint that has set in being this dreadful
pastime I now find on hill after hill. One line, that's all
it takes, one small line reading, instead of Aunty Mun
- rowing, the terrible Anti-Munroing.

Grahaeme Barrasford Young
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DearTAC,

When I was recently in the labour
ward with my partner Kate, she was
linked up to a contractions monitor
which started off looking like the
Sussex Downs with a few blips on
the graph paper. Then she was induced
and it became a more like the Borders
and at one point it looked like the
InverpollyskylineofBen More Coigach,
Pollaidh, Culs etc. Then the graph
became a Cuillin ridge. Then I had a
daughter. Amazing that in such times
my mind went to the topography of
theUK.

Yours,
PeterShaw
Edinburgh

DearTAC,

Here's a question that might provoke a
few letters. What is the most distasteful
or unpleasant thing seen on the summit
of a hill? I'm sure most folk will have
tut-tutted at such things as orange peel,
Tunnocks wrappers, radio masts and
Berghaus cagoules, but what about
things which make you go "Hold on
a mo, that's bang out of order!"?

I've recently been concentrating
mostofmybagging in Wales,and sooner
or later you become oblivious to the
signs which say "You English are
welcome to visit but don't ever come to
live here". However, the trig point on
Great Rhos has this etched in: "Death
to the slag Diana - media parasite
whore". Now I never was a big (pen y)
fan of hers, but surely this was just a
touch harsh? Has anyone come across
anything similar on other summits?

Yours, O~'
=d~~CObS -=-, ~ ?1

I~I -), ~}

DearTAC,

Ken Stewart (TAC40, p14) pointed
out problems about the varying
positions of Cairn of Gowal and Craig
of Gowal near Broad Cairn, on OS
maps and in Munro s Tables. Such
problems arise because map-makers
and book authors often ignore usage

by local indigenous folk, although
the latter is the recognised foundation
for reliable study of place names.

Local usage here stems from The
Gowal, the glen along Burn of Gowal
(locally The Burn 0 the Gowal). Scots
Gowl is a deep hollow between hills, or
the crotch between the legs. The
Gaelic word Gobhal, from which Scots
Gowalis derived, has similar meanings,
as well as the common one of a fork.
Gobhal na Briogais means the crotch
of the breeks or trousers.

The place name The Gowal near
Broad Cairn is not just a hollow, but
a hollow like the one between a
person's legs, with the crotch at the
north end. This human connotation is
the meaning of The Gowal locally,
and The Hillock 0 Hip, a place name
on the eastern leg, ties in with this.
Hence it was unrealistic for anyone to
place Cairn of Gowal at the 99lm
point, because it stands well outside
the hollow of The Gowal and its Burn
of Gowal, and out of sight of both.

In local usage (eg local resident John
Robertson, to whom we are grateful
for information), Cairn of Gowal (OS)
or locally The Cairn of the Gowal is
the 983m point overlooking The
Gowaland The Bum ofthe Gowal.Craig
of Gowal (OS) or locally The Craig 0

the Gowalis the crag alongThe Gowal's
west slope at 285804, not the 927m
top to the north, which is far from the
crag. Current 1:10000 and 1:25000
maps show Craig of Gowal not at the
927m top but at the crag, and current
1:50000OS maps likewise.

Many people like every top to be
named and listed, but some tops have
no known authentic local names, even
though they may have been named
by past local folk who used and knew
the hills more than today. Where no
local name had been published, some
authors invented many names in
Munro s Tables such as Stob Coire an
t-Saighdeir. They moved some names
such as Craig of Gowal and Creagan
a'Choire Etchachan to refer not to
the crag (which was correct), but to an
unnamed top behind, even though
the top was out of sight of the crag.

Yours,
Adam Watson, Crathes
Ian Murray,Ballater

Adam Watsonfurther adds:
I have been doing some more asking
of local people and checking Scots
dictionaries about Gowl. Interesting.
In local speech In Angus and
Aberdeenshire it particularly refers
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to the crotch of the human female. To
one well informed person who knew
the place names Gowal etc well, I
asked what was the meaning of The
Gowal place name. He replied "only a
woman has one". The Scottish National
Dictionary adds one meaning to the
ones I already gave; it refers to the
pudenda, generally of woman. The
verb To gowl means to sit before a fire
with the legs apart. The noun Gowlscad
is a very strong hot fire in a fire-place,
a term usually banned or regarded by
the polite as rude and vulgar (ie, again,
sitting with the legs apart in front of
the fire).

Ed. - The Gowal place name is thus a
natural partner for The Devil s Point
30km to the north-west. And taking
this a stage further, the contrived
"Angel s Peak" name can be finally
dropped from Sgor an Lochan Uaine.
Alexander Copland is credited with
concocting the "Angel" to balance
The Devil s Point, but as TDP was
already a prudish euphemism for
Bod an Deamhainn (Penis of the
Devil), Copland's naming was twice
removed from the original analogy.
But with The Gowal as a legitimate
literal balance for Bod an Deamhainn,
the grievous Angel can be shooed
away once and for all.

DearTAC,

My golfing brother once climbed
King's Seat Hill with a German friend
who demanded "We are at the top,
now we make love". He declined he
assures me but perhaps this explains
(ex) Chancellor Kohl's liking for
summit meetings.

Yours
TomOrr
Musselburgh

~
('l)

DearTAC, ~
•••••••Continuing the recent theme of weird •••••••

experiences on the hill, there is one
incident that has baffled my wife and I OJ
since it took place on 6/4/92. I know ('l)
the exact day because I nearly always ~
date any hillwaIking photographs. V"I

We were walking the east end of !::S
the South Cluanie Ridge. The summits ~
and indeed the ridge itself had a con- ~
tinuous snow cover of around two ~
inches. The cloud base was just below tr
3000ft and being a weekday there was ~
no-one else about - or so we thought. ~



Somewherebeyond Creag a'Mhaim
0{) we saw bootprints and dog prints
~ heading towards Druim Shionnach.,...tJ As I recall, there was a fairly light

~ snowfalland the trail-leftby the wal~er
~ and dog were fresh. After following
~ the impressions for a time, the
~ bootprints suddenly ended. The

paw prints, however, carried on for
~ another twenty yards or so only to
(1) double back to the point where the

,..,..... human tracks halted.
~ Now for the weird bit. Where did

1-"""4 the walker go next? We looked down
~ the nearby corrie backwall and failed

(1) to seeany imprints or even a bumslide
~ in the snow. No prints could be seen
~ in any direction whatsoever. Was ~he

walker and his/her doggy companion
helicoptered off'?There was certai~ly
no disturbance in the snow to provide
evidence of a rescue team.

Since I was feeling a bit knackered,
we decided to call it a day after
reaching the summit of Aonach Air
Chrith. Wedoubled back to a bealach
and slid down the nearby corrie
backwall (not desperately steep!)
We crossed the River Cluanie almost
knee-deep and finally walked along
the A87 to the Cluanie Inn.

No-one at the Inn had heard of
anyone reported missing, nor .was
anyone aware of helicopter activity
in the area. So if any readers walked
the South Cluanie Ridge around
Easter 1992 on a weekday, please
throw some light on this mystery.

Yoursdog gone,
BryanCromwell
Eaglesham

DearTAC,

When leaving the car for three or
four days' walking, what do you
recommend of these options:
1- Leave the car with a note in it;
2- Don't leave a note but phone

mountain rescue to tell them not
to worry;

3 - Do nothing, it won't matter;
4- Other.
Guidebooks all seem to disagree, for
instance about whether a note is an
invitation to steal, or a useful piece
of information, so I would be
grateful for your views.
Thanks,
David Griffith-Jones
Bishop's Stortford

PS - Re the finest OS sheet: 40,
pipping 33, 19 and 25, ahead of all
the central ones.

DearTAC,

With regard to Dietrich Schmidt
and his interesting comments on
Highland land use (TAC39, pI:),
I must admit to concern that, whilst
generally meritorious, such. an
obviously spoof "memo", making
merry with such as "Glen Lion" and
"Loch Lurgan", runs the risk of
belittling what is a very large and
serious matter to all concerned.

Here in the English Midlands we
rarely have to tackle land access
issues on the scale that you have
up north, but I do fear that deliberate
mockery plays straight into the
hands of the landowners and the
gullible. It serves a magazine ill to
manipulate the trust and imagination
of its readers in this way, and indeed
may even jeopardise the recently
announced proposals for right to roam
permission in England and Wales.

Turning to other matters, might I
offer thanks to Andy Dempster
(TAC39,ppI8-I9) for his explanation
of the Mysterious Pizza of Ben
Aslak - although I must say his
"bunnet and no hands" claim doesn't
entirely clarify the matter for me at
least. There is currently a trend for
strange pictures in outdoor books
and magazines - take the recent
photograph on page 84ofNovember's
TOO,wherea cowlooksforall theworld
to be balancing daintily on a gate.
Maybe this is where "Cow and Gate"
got its name from!

Yours,
StephenBricldow
Towcester

Ed. - Why do folk keep writing
letters to TAC about things in TGO?

DearTAC,

All readersare familiarwith Naismith's
rule, though few are aware of its
origins, rumoured to lie in estimating
the amount of work that could be
performed in human treadmills -
the estimate being that a man could
lift his own weight at a rate of about
1800ft per hour. From this developed
the rule of one to eight for converting
height to distance, ie one unit of
ascent takes an equivalent time to
eight units on the flat. The imperial
and metricversions ofNaismith's Rule
as usually stated today are both close
to the 1:8 ratio.

A fellow statistician, Philip Scarf,
recently tested the rule in orienteering
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races, using published times from 300
fell races. His results were generally
supportive, with the equivalence
figurebeingestimatedas approximately
8 for males and 9.5 for females.

I am unaware of any similar work
to verify the rule for hillwalking,
although many people have loosely
evaluated the performance of the
three miles / 20000 per hour version
for predicting the total time taken
and suggested various corrections. If
the equivalence ratio varies between
individuals then a walker might come
up with a figure more predictive of
his or her own performance. Given a
table of distances, height ascended
and times, one can fit a statistical
model from which to derive the
optimum ratio. I intend doing this
with my own records, though I'm
rather lazyat recording times.

Yours,
ChrisCrocker
Frodsham

DearTAC,

Re Rennie McOwan, your legendary
Highland Toffee and Antacid tycoon,
his toffee factory in Stenhousemuir
has gone!!! A visit to Ochilview to
watch Caley Thistle last year showed
that there's now a boxy housing
estate on the site! With the toffee
works gone, Stenhousemuir only has
the two claims to fame, a crap football
team and a funny name. Where do
they make the stuff, now, anyway?

DearTAC,

Mick Furey suggests (TAC40, pI9)
that the SMC's CD-ROM might be
used as a signalling device. Unfortu-
nately, the disc needs to be reflective
on both sides, so the SMC's stylish
purple job won't do the trick. Just
waggling a mirror at a passing
helicopter doesn't work at all,
despite the delusions of generations
offilm-makers.



Here's what you need to do. Hold
your doubly-reflective disc up so that
you can see the helicopter through the
centre hole. You'll also see your face
reflectedin the back surface. Somewhere
on your face there'll be a bright spot,
projected by sunlight coming through
the centre hole. (If the sun is shining
from well to your left or right, you may
need to hold your free hand up beside
your head to "capture" the bright spot.)
Now keep watching the helicopter, and
tilt the disc so that the reflection of
the bright spot disappears into the
central hole - as if you were super-
imposing it on the helicopter. A bit of _
geometry should convince you that
sunlight hitting the front of the disc is
now being reflected directly towards
the helicopter. Now a wee waggle of
the wrist will make your mirror appear
to flash on and off.

The ideal CD, then, is one with a
highly reflective label side. You should
avoid CDs with a wide transparent
area around the central hole, since
this makes precise sighting more
difficult. Almost anything by Deutsche
Grammophon will fit the bill nicely -
personally, I favour the 1984Barenboim
recording of orchestral extracts from
the works of Richard Wagner. There's
something rather appropriate about
signalling a helicopter using The Ride
of the Valkyries.

On another matter, I was intrigued by
Gordon Adshead's letter (fAC40, p l S)
about the unit of "lack of flatness", the
Mon. He says that Ken Pearson named
it after Marilyn Monroe, but I wonder
ifthere wasn't a bilingual pun involved,
too - "mons" is, after all, the Latin
word for "mountain". Whatever the
truth of this speculation, it served to
remind of aCari Sagan story. Shortly
after the discovery of the huge Tharsis
volcanoes on Mars, various names were
proposed for them. Someone (Sagan
discreetlydescribed him as "a European
savant") suggested that the mountains
should be named after various Roman
deities - there would be a Mons Martis,
a Mons Jovis ... and a Mons Veneris.
Planetary scientists seem to lead very
sheltered lives - it fell to Sagan to
point out that "mons veneris" is a phrase
already used to designate a well-loved
portion of the female anatomy, and that
it could only induce sniggering at the
back of the class if the same name were
given to a 20-kilometre-high volcano.

Yours,
Grant Hutchison
Beanoland

DearTAC,

Further to the Loch Ericht discussion
(fAC40, pi9), 1 got my dad to dig
out some old BR gradient profiles
that he picked up when they were
about to bin them when he worked in
Buchanan House. They actually
show the height at Dalwhinnie station
and a 1:80 incline southwards for 2Y2
miles. They don't show the height at
the base of the embankment though.

Yours,
BruceSmith
Broxbum

DearTAC,

1 have been following with interest
the discussion of eerie happenings
on the hills in recent issues of TAC.
Noting the request in TAC38 (p7)
for references to relevant passages
in walking/mountaineering literature,
Iwondered if you were aware of some
intriguing autobiographical accounts
in the work of John Buchan, who, in
addition to writing The Thirty-Nine
Steps and other books (and conduct-
ing a political career), was also an
experiencedmountaineer.

In an article entitled "Pan" in the
Scottish Mountaineering Club
Journal of 1939, reprinted in Chapter
XVIII of The Mountaineer S Week-End
Book (Ed. Showell Styles, 1950),
Buchan discusses the feeling of awe
which may be felt on occasions in the
wilderness, relating this to a "sense
of the immensity and pitilessness of
Nature ... Sometimes, too, there
come moments when one feels a kind
of personal malevolence, the sense
of a hostile will which almost takes
bodily form, and which sets the nerves
fluttering in despite of the reason. In
such moments one sees - or at any
rate feels - what the ancients meant
by Pan." He recounts fleeing in terror
from remote enclosed burns when
fishing alone as a child in Tweeddale,
having felt "the dread, not of some
malign unseen personality, but of the
awesome impersonality of Nature."

Most interestingly,however,Buchan
describes a descent through woods
and meadows on a hot June morning
in 1911 after climbing the Alpspitze
in the Bavarian Wettersteingebirge
near Partenkirchen with a local
forester. "I noticed that my companion
had fallen silent, and ... was amazed
to see that his face was dead white,
that sweat stood in beads on his
forehead, and that his eyes were
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staring ahead as if he were in an agony
of fear - as if terror were all around
him ... Suddenly he began to run, and
1 ran too, some power not myself
constraining me. Terror had seized
me also, but 1 did not know what 1
dreaded... At last we fetched up
beside the much-frequented highway,
where we lay for a time utterly
exhausted. For the rest of the road
homewe did not speak;wedid noteven
dare look at each other. What was
the cause? I suppose it was Panic.
Sebastian [his companion] had seen
the goat-foot god, or something of
the kind - he was forest-born and
therefore near primeval things -
and he had made me feel his terror."

~rAN'SPf~

He also tells how a friend of his,
climbing alone in the Jotunheim in
Norway, had been seized by the
"terror of space and solitude" and
had fled across "a considerable range
of mountains" until "he found
sanctuary in a byre, where he nuzzled
his face into the neck of a most
astonished cow."

An abridged version of the article
is incorporated into Chapter VI
(Section I) ofBuchan's autobiography
Memory Hold-The-Door (published
shortly after his death in 1940). This
omits the preliminary discussion,
and dates the Alpspitze incident to
1910.The childhood angling reminis-
cences are omitted from this passage,
but are treated on similar lines in
Chapter 1 (Section I) of an appendix
entitled "Pilgrim's Rest" (chapters of
an unfinished volume on fishing),
where Buchan adds that "greenness,
utter, absolute greenness, has all my
life seemed to me uncanny", and
singles out the Devil's Beef Tub in
the hills between Tweed and the head
of Annan as a particularly emotive
spot: "Rudyard Kipling once told me
that, far as he had wandered, and
much as he had seen, this uncanny
hollow seemed more than any other
spot to be consecrated to the old
gods".

Yours,
Dave Shotton,
Manchester



TAC has often attempted to foresee developments in the hills, but has never stooped so low as to turn to
soothsayers and the like. The ridiculous "Brahan Seer" was roundly condemned when he "appeared" in
The Golden Cagoule a few years back, whilst the three blasted-heath harridans of Doris Strokes, Eileen
Brewery and Jacqueline Grievous have often been roughly treated in these pages. Put simply, astrology is
tosh. Then we encountered Dr Dreich ...
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Previously associated as he was with the playboy lifestyle of Club Tropicana, rubbing padded shoulders with the late
Princess of Wales or slapping on the Quicktan with Andrew Ridgely, it gives us in the hillwalking community great pleasure
to see that the Older, more mature George Michael has turned to the great outdoors for relaxation.

The first verse is a veritable manifesto for the born-again hillperson: no longer will George lounge about in front of the telly,
watching Richard and Judy while sipping a banana daiquiri - he's off to the hall to put on his Brasher boots, then to his
farmhouse kitchen, there to collect the OS map he's left spread across the table. Off he goes, gripping tightly the hard shaft
of his trusty axe ... George clearly enjoys both Bens and Glens, and can certainly handle himself in a bog - is it possible we
may yet see him guesting on Wilderness Walks 3 ? '

Mars is retrograde in your house at present, so expect
to become lost towards the end of the month -
random wanderings and recriminations will culminate
in an exchange of blows, resulting in at least one
hospitalisation. New socks seem more and more
likely,perhaps coming from an unexpected source.
Lucky survival food: sardines.

The recent supernova in Taurus heralds disappointment
ahead. Your current energy and brilliance will decline
inexorably towards darkness, uselessness and death.
But the Moon will bring some light mid-month,
possibly involving new batteries for that old head torch.
Lucky Mountain Rescue Team: Lo chab er.

Gemp#(M(lJ'~~2:1~:,
Quicksilver Mercury traverses your sign this month.
Extra protection will be required on even the easiest of
pitches, sinceholds will prove slippery and treacherous.
A tendency to plummet will become prominent during
the third week, so check that favourite old rope now!
Lucky long bone fracture: femur.

C(liine" ","lj22)
Life continues miserable, with death a long-felt want.
There are many ways to hasten things along, but simply
venturing into the hillswithout adequate equipment will
prove futile. Consider taking up ice climbing, and keep
paracetamol, paraquat or bleach constantly to hand.
Lucky reptile: adder.

No! No!
1:. ~i~
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The combined influence of Neptune and Pluto makes
drowning, hypothermia and benightment likely,
although not necessarily in that order. Bad things
will happen to those who have mocked your bobble
hat, however. Now is the time to deal with that old
delaminating Gore-tex.
Lucky survival aid: emergency tracheostomy kit.

'2'2',',1":::. 1;1 ..

Regal Jupiter dominates: he is known for detlowering
virgins, often while disguised as an animal. Vrrgos of
both sexes should therefore be particularly wary
of encounters with swans or bulls towards the end
of the month - carry a sharp stick, and do not turn
your back. Dampness may ruin a well-loved balaclava.
Lucky weather: haar.
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